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ABSTRACT
The amount of data published as Linked Data grows steadily.
Yet, less than 5% of the triples in the Linked Data Web are
links between knowledge bases. Link discovery frameworks
for the Web of Data suffer from two main drawbacks: First,
they usually require a significant amount of time to discover
links between data sources. Second, determining the right
specification for a link discovery problem remains a tedious
task that must be carried out manually. We present an ap-
proach for the semi-automatic determination of the optimal
configuration for a given link discovery task. Our approach
is based on the combination of active learning with the time-
efficient link discovery framework LIMES. In this paper, we
present how LIMES can be combined with active learning to
enable the semi-automatic discovery of an optimal configu-
ration for link discovery. We also present a first evaluation
of our approach on two link discovery tasks and show that
a small number of iterations suffices to detect a satisfying
configuration.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.m [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Web of Data, Linked Data, Link Discovery

1. INTRODUCTION
Two key challenges arise when trying to discover links be-
tween two data sources: the computational complexity of
the matching task per se and the selection of an appropri-
ate configuration for achieving maximal recall and precision.
The first challenge lies in the a-priori complexity of a match-
ing task being proportional to the product of the number of
instances in the source and target data source, an unpracti-
cal proposition as soon as the source and target knowledge
bases become large. With the LIMES framework1, we ad-
dressed this challenge by providing lossless approaches for

1http://limes.sf.net

Figure 1: Illustration of the pursued 3-step process.

time-efficient link discovery that are more than 60 times
faster than other state-of-the-art tools. The second chal-
lenge of the link discovery process lies in the specification of
an appropriate configuration for the tool of choice. Such a
specification usually consists of properties of the source and
target knowledge base to use for similarity detection and a
suitable similarity metric (e.g., Levenshtein).Until now, such
link discovery specifications are usually defined manually, in
most cases simply by guessing. Yet, the choice of a suitable
configuration decides upon whether satisfactory links can be
discovered. The difficulty of devising suitable link discovery
specifications is amplified on the Web of Data by the sheer
size of the knowledge bases (often containing millions of in-
stances) and their heterogeneity (i.e., containing thousands
of different types of instances and properties) [1].

We argue that such configurations can be discovered semi-
automatically by retrieving initial atomic configurations au-
tomatically and using active learning [3] to devise appropri-
ate combinations of these atoms to a satisfying specification.

2. APPROACH
We propose a simple yet efficient three-step approach for
discovering appropriate configurations for link discovery. An
overview of our approach is given in Figure 1.

The first step consists of detecting atomic configurations
automatically. We call a configuration atomic when the
mapping condition of this configuration links exactly one
property of the source with one property of the target in-
stances. The detection of an atomic configuration is carried
out by applying a simple metric to all frequent properties
of the source and target instances. For each property pair,
the average best matches are computed for a limited num-
ber of source instances to ensure acceptable runtimes. Only
those metric pairs which generate average best match val-
ues beyond that of random noise are considered in the sub-
sequent steps. This step can be very time-demanding as
mappings have to be carried out for each possible combina-
tion of property pairs. Thus, efficient mapping approaches



Table 1: Overview of experimental results. The number in brackets is the number of source instances used
to detect mapping properties.

Experiment Runtime Source property Target property Matches Average best match
Drugs (20) 227s drugbank:genericName rdfs:label 11 0.81

rdfs:label rdfs:label 11 0.81
Drugs (50) 427s drugbank:genericName rdfs:label 20 0.81

rdfs:label rdfs:label 20 0.81
Drugs (100) 725s drugbank:genericName rdfs:label 41 0.81

rdfs:label rdfs:label 41 0.81
Diseases (20) 91s linkedct:conditionName skos:prefLabel 14 0.91

linkedct:conditionName dc:title 14 0.91
linkedct:conditionName skos:hiddenLabel 8 0.84

Diseases (50) 197s linkedct:conditionName skos:prefLabel 37 0.94
linkedct:conditionName dc:title 37 0.94
linkedct:conditionName skos:hiddenLabel 20 0.91

Diseases (100) 237s linkedct:conditionName skos:prefLabel 48 0.91
linkedct:conditionName dc:title 48 0.91

such as LIMES are central for reducing the waiting time of
the user.

The second step consists of detecting the best metric for each
atomic configuration. For this purpose, the similarity of the
matching instances detected by using atomic configurations
is computed anew by using other metrics. The metric that
yields the highest average best match score is then consid-
ered the best metric for matching these properties. In most
cases, atomic configurations are sufficient to achieve high
precision [4]. Still, complex configurations that combine sev-
eral properties are needed for some difficult tasks.

The third step aims to compute such complex configurations
by using active learning. Here, the user is presented with
the best matching pairs from each of the current configu-
rations. These results are sorted according to the average
of the similarity of matching instances pairs. The user can
then choose sets of pairs that yield promising results. For n
chosen configurations c1, ..., cn, a set of configurations of the
form

∑
i=1...n

αici are created, whereby the coefficients αi can

either be set by the user or generated automatically. The
resulting configurations are then used as next input for the
third step until the user selects a configuration as being op-
timal. Finally, the results of the chosen configuration on all
instances from the source data set are returned.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We carried out two series of experiments. The goal of these
experiments was to show that we can detect accurate atomic
LIMES configurations automatically. The goal of the first
experiment (Drugs) was to map drugs in DBpediaand Drug-
bank.The purpose of the second experiment (Diseases) was
to map diseases from MESH with the corresponding diseases
in LinkedCT. The following setup was used for all experi-
ments: We only considered datatype properties. The initial
value of the similarity threshold was set to 0.7. For a prop-
erty to be considered for mapping, it had to be contained in
at least 80% of the instances retrieved from the endpoints. In
addition, we varied the number of instances from the source
that were used for evaluating the best matches between 20
and 100. All experiments were carried out as a single thread

on a 32-bit system with a 2.5GHz Intel Core Duo CPU and
4GB RAM.

The results of our experiments are shown in Table 1. In
both experiments, the correct property pairs were discov-
ered and achieved the highest score. In the Drugbank ex-
periments, our approach matched the rdfs:label of the in-
stances from DBpedia with the drugbank:genericName and
the rdfs:label from DrugBank. The tie between both con-
figuration was due to the drugbank:genericName of a drug
also being one of its rdfs:label. In the Diseases experi-
ment, the linkedct:conditionName of diseases in LinkedCT
was mapped skos:prefLabel, dc:title and skos:hiddenLabel,
whereby the third property scored worst whilst the first two
tied. The tie between the first two configurations was due to
the skos:prefLabel of a drug also being one of its dc:title.

4. CONCLUSION
Our approach yields promising results. Our experiments
show that a small number of source object suffices to deter-
mine which properties can be combined to an atomic con-
figuration. By reducing the number of target instances used
to detect atomic configurations, one could also redude the
runtime of the whole approach. Still using a larger num-
ber of source instances yields the advantage of discriminat-
ing irrelevant properties (such as skos:hiddenLabel in the
Diseases experiment). Our experiments also hint towards
a small number of iterations being sufficient to generate a
configuration in many cases, as mapping property pairs can
be detected with high accuracy. However, the runtimes of
the experiments show that there is still room for improve-
ment with respect to propelling this approach to interactive
zero-configuration link discovery.
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